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OPENING CRITERIA:

25 Nov 63 - From Folder "Noe". Intercept of message from Cuba to agent in Miami. "In view of the assassination attempt in the U.S., report the reaction in that city, commentaries in government circles, right and left. Report change, acceleration, or maneuvers of any kind with regard to the aggression plan against Cuba."

26 Nov 63 - SJOS 6429 (IN 68164)

Cable from San Jose to Headquarters. "Costa Rican Deputy Julio SUNOL Leal (ZRKNICK suspect, Communist fellow traveller and pro-Castro propagandist) planned depart 24 Nov to attend Peace Conf. in Poland. Delayed departure and now planning leave San Jose by air for Poland 26 Nov. Plans stop en route in Texas repeat Texas. Then will travel on to Poland. Station suspected SUNOL will attempt gather data in Texas for use in pro-Communist Castro prop. re assassination Kennedy. SUNOL travelling with dip. passport."

27 Nov 63 - MEXI 7085 (IN 68561)

Cable to Headquarters from Mexico City. "Subject arrived Mexico Taca Flt. 772 1600 26 Nov. Leaving KLM Flt. 684 for Amsterdam 27 Nov. Flt. stops Houston and Montreal en route."
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